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“Traitorous Eight,” 7, 8, 9, 22
Transistors, development of, 6, 8
Trial-and-error methodologies, 10
Trust, in technology discovery, 72
UHF/VHF radios, 225
Undercapitalization, 86
United States. See Air entries; American entries;
Combined entries; Corps Support Command
(COSCOM); Federal agencies; U.S. Central
Command Air Forces (USCENTAF)
Unit operations, compartmentalizing, 149
“Universal” data translator, 216
Universities
entrepreneurship programs at, 42–44
innovation business marketing by, 110–111
University entrepreneurship centers, 45–55t
University laboratories, evaluation by, 73
Urbanski, Daniel, 220, 221
U.S. Central Command Air Forces
(USCENTAF), innovative communications
staff at, 225
Value, selling, 190–192
Venture capital investing, 98
Venture capitalists, 18, 21–23
relationship with angel investors, 98
role of, 22
Ventures, exiting, 80–82
Victory, recognizing, 142–143
Viewpoint, importance of, 5–33
Visitors, access to customer sites, 209–210, 212
“Walkaway” fee, 73, 129
*Wall Street Journal* Innovation Award Winners,
63–66t
Weather widget, 90
Web sites, as marketing tools, 193–194,
198
“What if?” scenarios, 108
“Widgetizer,” 92
Widgets, 89–93
creation, distribution, and tracking of,
90–91
importance of, 90, 92
Widget syndication services, 91–92
Wiefls, Paul, 71
Windows Defender, 157
Winning investment strategies, formulas for,
61
Win/win resolution, 104
Wish lists
buyer and seller, 128–130, 133
using to reach agreement, 131
Witten Technologies, 62
Wozniak, Steve, 31
Wright brothers, 150–152
Written instructions, providing, 201
Xerox, 102
Xicor, 9
“Year of the Widget,” 90
*Your Show of Shows*, 6
Zero-defect conferencing system, 217
Zworykin, Vladimir, 16